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WelcomeWelcome
Thank you for your inquiry.

We are a third generation family owned monumental and memorial supplier with 
over 60 years combined experiences and resources, available to you.

We understand the difficult and sometimes overwhelming situation a family face when 
choosing a memorial for a loved one. When a loved one departs us, we are left to 
rely on memories of those happy moments, endearing habits and enduring qualities to 
cheer us of a life well lived.  A memorial is the perfect spark for those memories. 
We know that with a suitably inscribed monument, the spirit lives on, providing those 
left behind with solace and comfort.

We hope we can assist you at this difficult time.

Jacob and Catherine Castagna 
Owner/Operators

Aqatera Pty Ltd 
T/A Australian Cemetery Supplies 
& South Coast Cemetery Supplies
ABN: 76 142 094 399

PO Box 969
Batemans Bay NSW 2536
Phone: (02) 4472 3537
Fax: (02) 4472 2113
Mobile: 0416 330 796 
www.cemeterysupplies.com.au
Email: info@cemeterysupplies.com.au
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PLEASE NOTE 
Each item in this catalogue has a specific item number allocated to it.  If you decide 
you would like a quote on any of our products simply fill out our Quote Request 
form located at the end of this catalogue.  

Please place the item number in the space provided on the form so we can assist 
with your inquiry easliy.  For example HSB #4, or simply give us a call.

Thank you.
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Frequently Asked Questions
 
WHERE DO I START?

1. Now that you have found Australian Cemetery Supplies, we can help you make the right 
choice.

 You can either take a walk around your local cemetery and get some ideas on styles, 
colours etc. Taking some photos of what you like, will help. Or if you can’t find what you’re 
looking for in this book, please give us a call and we will help start the following process.

• Give you some estimate prices
• Help you with styles, colours and material
• Design a memorial
• Help with inscription options
• Provide you with a free written quote for you to consider
• Provide you with pictures, plans and proofs of the proposed memorial and inscription that 

you have chosen (which you can still change at this point)
• Confirm your order
• We submit council/cemetery work application forms, and any other documentation 

required if applicable 
• Start work on memorial foundations if required
• Erect or supply memorial

2. WHAT ARE THE PRICES

Prices can vary greatly.
 From a simple grave marker to a full family monument. But as a guide for a single full 

covered monument is about $6,500-$8,000 on average. For a double side by side monument 
is roughly around $10,000-$13,000 is average. Simple grave markers vary from 

 $1,200-$2,500 and headstones on a base average around $2,500-$4,000

3. WHICH MEMORIAL IS RIGHT FOR ME?

 A very common question among customers is how to choose the ‘right’ memorial?  
The simple answer to this is there is no right or wrong memorial design – ultimately the 
choice will come down to your budget, needs, tastes and possibly cemetery regulations. 
Below are some important questions worth thinking about.

4. WHAT IS MY BUDGET?

 How much do you want to spend on a memorial? The prices for headstones and 
gravestones can vary quite considerably, depending on the quality of granite and style. 
Generally speaking, most monuments fall within a price range of $2,500-$12,000. A good 
idea when initially speaking too monumental mason is to let them know what your price 
range is. That way they can automatically show you what range of memorials fall within your 
budget.
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5. SINGLE OR DOUBLE MONUMENT?

 This will depend on your circumstance. If the gravestone is for your partner and you wish 
to be buried beside them, the best option would be a double monument- as it would be 
cheaper than purchasing two single monuments.

6. HOW LONG AFTER THE BURIAL DO WE HAVE TO WAIT?

 As soon as you’re ready. If a monumental mason suggests you wait a year or so it’s probably 
means they do not intend to construct a proper foundation. Keep in mind it also could take 
1-4 months to decide and complete a monument from your first enquiry date.

7. WHAT FOUNDATIONS DO WE NEED?

 Foundations depend on the type of memorial but at the very minimum we use 150mm 
diameter concrete piers, installed in each corner to a depth of up to 2000mm, with 
galvanized steel reinforcement well above the requirements set out by the Australian 
standards AS4204.

8. WHAT ABOUT THE QUALITY OF THE FOUNDATION?

 Our work is of the highest quality, and is far above industry standards. Of course 100% 
guaranteed. We only use galvanised steel and reinforced mesh to strengthen the memorial 
and to prevent concrete cancer.

9. WHAT TYPE OF MEMORIALS ARE AVAILABLE?

 Many different shapes and colours are available and it can be quite confusing. It is sometimes 
best to take a stroll through your local cemetery to gather an impression of the style and 
size you prefer.

10.WHAT MATERIALS SHOULD I CONSIDER?

 Granite, Marble, Sandstone and concrete are the most common materials used. Granite 
being the most favoured for its durability, but a combination can reduce the cost.

11.WHAT COLOUR GRANITE IS BEST?

 When thinking of a headstone the darker the colour the more inscription lettering will 
stand out, for example Black granite with gold gilded letters will appear brighter than if it 
was inscribe to a light grey granite.

12.WHAT ARE CEMETERY FEES?

 Cemetery fees are paid to the cemetery/council for work done to a grave by a stonemason. 
The cost goes towards the administration and maintenance of the grounds.
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13. WHAT SHOULD I WRITE ON THE GRAVE

 Inscriptions can be as standard or as personal as you like. Just keep in mind, the length and 
size of text that can fit on the monument you choose.

 Traditionally most inscriptions start with a heading such as:

 “In loving memory of “or similar then the deceased’s name.
 His /her dates of birth/death
 “Missed by “or “loving wife /husband to’ etc
 Names of his /her loved one and possibly a short personal message, a quote or verse.
 Photo ceramics are also frequently included, which can instantly tell visitors of his or her 

personality.

14. WHAT ABOUT DIFFERENT RELIGIOUS BELIEFS?

 Australian Cemetery Supplies has access to state of the art computer technology to ensure 
inscriptions in all languages and religious artwork can be produced.

15. CAN YOU ENGRAVE IN A FOREIGN LANGUAGE?

 Yes, we can engrave in most foreign languages. We will need an exact copy of what you 
would like in the language of your choice. Some foreign language lettering has an additional 
cost because of the difficulty engraving certain characteristics, so please inquire about the 
price.
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Compassion  ..  Care  ..  Respect

Monumental Designs 
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Monumental Designs
Headstone

Slab

Front Stone

Ashlar/Foundation

Kerbs

Base

The following are just a few samples of memorials and monuments available.  
We can also help you to design a monument to suit your requirements and budget.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Monumental Designs 
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Monumental  Deigns
Full Grave Memorial  - from $5,500.00

A full grave memorial is placed over the whole of a grave and generally consists of 
kerbing surrounds, a base stone that is put on top of the kerbs at the head of the 
grave, to support the headstone. With a full granite cover (slab) to cover the middle 
of the grave, cement top and stones or a garden bed.  
This is built on a concrete foundation.

FGM #1 FGM #2

FGM #5FGM #4

Monumental Designs

FGM #3

FGM #6
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Monumental  Deigns
FGM #8

FGM #12FGM #11FGM #10

FGM #15FGM #13

FGM #7

FGM #14

FGM #9

FGM #18FGM #16 FGM #17
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FGM #20 FGM #21

FGM #23

FGM #19

FGM #25

FGM #22

FGM #13

FGM #27

FGM #24

FGM #26

FGM #28 FGM #30FGM #29
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FGM #32 FGM #33FGM #31

FGM #35 FGM #36FGM #34

FGM #38 FGM #39FGM #37

FGM #41 FGM #42FGM #40
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FGM #44

FGM #46

FGM #48

FGM #45

FGM #49

FGM #47

FGM #43

FGM #50
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FGM #52

FGM #54

FGM #56

FGM #53

FGM #57

FGM #55

FGM #51

FGM #58
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FGM #60

FGM#62FGM #61

FGM#63

FGM #59

FGM #66FGM #65

FGM #64
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FGM #68

FGM #69

FGM #67

FGM #70

FGM #71 FGM #72
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Double Memorials  - from $10,000

DGM #1 DGM #2

DGM #3 DGM #4

DGM #5 DGM #6

DGM #7 DGM #8
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DGM #11

DGM #14

DGM #15 DGM #16

DGM #9 DGM #10

DGM #13

DGM #12
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DGM #17 DGM #18

DGM #19 DGM #20

DGM #21
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Headstone and Base  - from $2,000.00

A headstone and base is a monument that is placed at the head of a grave and 
generally consists of two pieces, a base stone and then a headstone placed onto the 
base stone.  This is all built on a concrete footing/foundation.

HSB #1 HSB #2 HSB #3

HSB #4 HSB #5 HSB #6

HSB #7 HSB #8 HSB #9

HSB #10 HSB #11 HSB #12
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HSB #16 HSB #17 HSB #18

HSB #19 HSB #20 HSB #21

HSB #22 HSB #23 HSB #24

HSB #25 HSB #26 HSB #27

HSB #13 HSB #14 HSB #15
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HSB #28 HSB #29 HSB #30

HSB #31 HSB #32 HSB #33

HSB #34 HSB #35

HSB #37 HSB #38

HSB #36

HSB #39

HSB #40 HSB #42HSB #41
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HSB #43 HSB #44 HSB #45

HSB #46 HSB #47

HSB #50 HSB #51

HSB #48

HSB #49

HSB #53 HSB #54HSB #52
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HSB #55 HSB #56 HSB #57

HSB #58 HSB #59 HSB #60

HSB #61 HSB #62 HSB #63

HSB #64 HSB #65 HSB #66
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HSB #67 HSB #68 HSB #69

HSB #70 HSB #71 HSB #72

HSB #73 HSB #74 HSB #75

HSB #76 HSB #77 HSB #78
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Rock Headstones  - from $2,000

RH #1

RH#10 RH#12

RH#3

RH#6RH#4

RH #7  RH#9

RH#11

RH#2

RH#5

 RH#8
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RH #13 RH#15

RH#18RH#16

RH #19

RH#14

RH#17
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Grave and Lawn markers  - from $850.00

Granite plaques are a great alternative to bronze plaques and they can be used in 
many situations and applications. As pictured, granite can be used to support bronze 
plaques providing a neat surround. 
A granite book or wedge can also be placed on a grave to mark 
the recent deceased if the inscription space of an existing monument is full.

 GLM#1  GLM#3

GLM #6 GLM#5

 GLM#2

 GLM#4

 GLM#10  GLM#12 GLM#11

 GLM#7  GLM#9 GLM#8
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 GLM#14  GLM#15

 GLM#17

GLM#13

 GLM#16  GLM#18

GLM #19  GLM#20  GLM#21

Your love will light my way, 
your memory will ever be with me
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Family Crypts

Rememberance & Ash Walls
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War Memorials

Design and Construction
We can build to your plans or 
design a memorial for you. We can 
produce various options for you 
to choose from. Just give us a call 
to discuss your requirements.
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Granite Colours and Finishes
This is the same piece of stone with the different finishes applied.

Here are some of the better known granite colours and finishes. There are many 
more to choose from. Visit your local cemetery for some more colour ideas.   
Colours and grains may vary depending from which quarries they come from.

Please note: Granite colours will vary from this book when viewing them in natural daylight.

Rock Edge    Polished          Sawn

250 1400 250

2100

2200

350

450

550
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20
0

40
0
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0
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0
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0
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LEST WE FORGET

ELEVATION

PLAN

END ELEVATION

GOLD LEAF V CUT TEXT

ROUGH STONE FINISH

GRANITE SAMPLE

ROUGH STONE FINISH

ROUGH STONE FINISH

RSL WAR MEMORIAL

Date 5.12.2011
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Some Granite
Colours

ADELAIDE BLACKBLACK

AFRICAN BLACK

G623 G633

STARLIGHT BLACK

GRANDEE G654 NOBLE GREY

G660 G654 FLAMMED G9426 G788

G640 RIVERINA

Below are just a few common Granite colours to choose from or contact us for 
even more colours.
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IMPERIAL RED

KASHMIR

MULTI RED

SANDSTONE

SANDY YELLOW

SAPHIRE BROWN VIZAGE BLUE

AURORA RED AFRICAN RED DARWIN BROWN

CHINESE CALCABLE BALMORAL RED

ENGLISH BROWN

G635 EMERALD GREEN

BLUE PEARL
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Glass Memorial Plaques

Glass memorial plaques allow an image or images to transfer onto glass using world 
first patented technology ensuring that the plaques are able to withstand the most 
extreme conditions.  Unlike traditional inscriptions or bronze plaques, glass memorial 
plaques provide a clean colour image and allow a combination of photographs, images, 
words and colours to be used to provide a beautiful lasting tribute to your loved one.
These plaques can be used for burial and cremation memorials, mausoleums and can 
also be retrofitted to existing memorials.
Plaques can be made to almost any size and can be either incorporated into a recess 
into a stone memorial or framed. 

Monumental Accessories
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Bronze Plaques  - from $250.00
Bronze plaques are a great alternative or addition to a traditional monument. They 
can be used in nearly all circumstances and will stand the test of time. They come in a 
wide range of shapes and custom sizes.  Many emblems and motifs can be placed on 
the plaques to reflect one’s life or passion, examples start on page 54.
Bronze plaques can be made to any size as requested.

4 easy steps to order

All we need from you is the size of the plaque you need (any size available) and the
desired inscription you would like on the plaque and then we can quote you more 
accurately.

BP #1 BP #2

BP #3
BP #4

BP #5 BP #6

1. Choose a plaque size
      (any size available)
2. Give us your inscription
3. Receive a quote
4. Receive a plaque proof
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BP #10

BP #15 BP #16

BP #7

BP #9

BP #12

BP #14

BP #11

BP #13

BP #8
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BP #18

BP #19

BP #20

BP #21

BP #22

BP #17

BP #23
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BP #24

BP #26

BP #25

BP #27

BP #29

BP #28

BP #30
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BP #30

BP #34BP #33

BP #32

BP #31

BP #36

BP #35- Teddy Bear
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SP # 1 - Affection SP #2 - Australian Heritage

Sculptured Plaques - 22” x 12” (559mm x 305mm)

 - from $1,200.00

SP #3 - Bethlehem SP #4 - Billabong

SP #1a Sculpture book
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SP #5 - Camping and Fishing SP #6 - Crucifixion

SP #7 - Eucalypt SP #8 - Eventide

SP #9 - Floral Vine SP #10 - Geese

SP #11 - Guardian Angel SP #12 - Hands in Prayer
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SP #13 - Haven Seeker SP #14 - Last Supper

SP #15 - Memories SP #16 - Our Saviour

SP #17 - Perpetual Rose SP #18 - Pieta

SP #19 - Pines SP #20 - Rosary
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SP #21 - Sacred Heart SP #22 - Serenity

SP #27 - Castle SP #28 - Innocence

SP #23 - Sunset Waterfall SP #24 - Tranquility

SP #25 - Carousel SP #26 - Cars
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SP # 29 - Sanctuary SP #30 - Toybox

PP #1 PP #2

PP #3 PP #4

Pictorial Bronze Plaques  - from $1200.00 
These memorials are unique.  Select your favourite photos to be transformed into 
a pictorial biography in bronze (original photos not harmed).  They combine the art 
of casting with the use of photography to reproduce finely detailed photo images 
on cast bronze memorials. Each Lasting Memories memorial is a one of a kind, highly 
detailed work of art. 
The way to order these plaques is pretty much the same method as for the glass 
memorial plaques. see page 39 for details.
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PP #6PP #5

PP #7 PP #8

PP #9

PP #10 PP #11 PP #12
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Colours and Borders
The standard background colour for our plaque is dark brown or light brown.
Colours other than light or dark brown on the chart below cost an extra $45.00.  
The most popular colours are shown below with a stipple surface texture.  
Colours may vary slightly from batch to batch.  Background colours may change over 
time due to exposure to light and the environment.

    $ 45 EXTRA
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Raised Borders
Use borders to create a style and personality for the plaque. Simple standard borders 
can produce an elegant look while design borders can create a visually appealing 
design
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Animals

Bronze Plaque, Emblems & Motifs

The first motif/emblem comes free for each plaque ordered. Please provide us with 
the name and item code/number if you wish to take advantage of this offer.
These pictures, motif and emblems on the next few pages are for bronze plaques only. 
We can make custom logo’s and pictures at an extra fee. Price on request

FREE OFFER
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Pg 5
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Pg 7
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Children’s
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Clubs and Organisations

Pg 9
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Government Services
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Military Emblems

Pg 11
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Miscellaneous
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Pg 13
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Pg 15
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Multicultural
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Music

Pg 17
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Outback

Plants
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Pg 19
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Religious Symbols

Pg 21
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Sport and Recreation

Pg 23
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Transport

Pg 25
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Pg 27
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Bronze Plaque Inscriptions Q and A 
How many lines will fit on a plaque?
It depends on the size of the plaque - but generally a standard inscription can have up to 
EIGHT lines.  A standard plaque is 380mm x 280mm.

How many words will fit on each line?
There is no exact number as the letters that make up a word can make a difference - for 
example, note how the letter ‘T’ takes up less space than the letter ‘M’ or ‘W’.  A good 
rule of thumb is 32 letters for larger characters and 42 to 48 for smaller ones.

What if the wording I want exceeds the limits?
There is much we can do in the design stage to try and make the inscription you want fit.  If 
need be, we will make some suggestions as to how your text can be edited or abridged to 
fit into the standard space.  If the words you want cannot be made to fit, the standard line 
limit can be exceeded by at least one line.  On some larger plaques we can exceed the 
limit by as much as four to five lines.  However, if you instruct us to do that an additional 
fee will be charged.

Can I have a cast graphic emblem on the plaque?
Yes.  A flat motif (graphic emblem), is cast into the plaque and polished flat.  Please refer to 
our extensive graphic library starting on page 53.
Can I have a military emblem?

Yes, but you will need to get permission from the Office of Australian War Graves and 
provide proof that the person to be remembered is entitled to the emblem.

Can I have a photograph mounted on the plaque?
Yes, but you will be required to pay an additional fee.  You will need to provide a high 
quality photograph or digital image of the person.  The better the quality of the image, 
the better the final result.  Our office will edit and enhance the image to suit your 
requirements, for example we can remove the background or any blemishes.  Images are 
then transferred to a ceramic and kiln fired.

Can I have a different size or shaped plaque?
Yes, there is a range of larger and different plaques available, including plaques that look 
like an open book or have attractive sculptures on them.

Is there a form where I can write the inscription?
Yes, pages 60 and 61 shows an example of what we shall send to you upon request.  If you 
have any troubles, please call us for assistance. You can also visit our office.

Do I get to see the design before the plaque is made?
Yes, in fact we require that you authorise the design before we order it.  We will send you 
a proof/layout for you to authorise and return to us.  If you require additional copies for 
other family members or friends, please ask.

How long does it take to make the plaque?
It will usually take around six weeks to set, cast, finish and install the plaque.
Please contact us if you have any further questions.
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INSCRIPTION ORDER FORM

Please tick appropriate box

Cemetery Name:

Date:

Plaque Design if known:

Plaque Size:    Single      Double

LATIN
CROSS

CELTIC
CROSS

UNITING
CHURCH

STAR OF
DAVID

MASONIC AIF * RAAF * RAN *

Special Codes, Instructions, Emblems

COMPLETE THIS SECTION ONLY IF A DUAL PLAQUE IS REQUIRED

Line 1

Line 2

Line 3

Line 4

Line 5

Line 6

Photocopy this page or please call us for an Inscription Order Form and we will send one out to you.  
Alternatively you can use a piece of paper to write your information on.  A sample or proof of what the 
inscription will look like will be sent to you prior to engraving.

A copy of this order form is available to download from our website www.cemeterysupplies.com.au
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Name of Ordering Customer:

Address:

Home Phone:    Business Phone:

Email:

*OBTAING PERMMISSION FOR AUSTRALIAN 
SERVICES EMBLEMS

If you need more information or further 
assistance you can ring, fax, e-mail or write to:

The Office of Australian War Graves
GPO Box 9998

CANBERRA   ACT  2601
 PH 02 6289 6257
Fax:  02 6289 4861

E-mail: wargraves@dva.gov.au
Internet: www.dva.gov.au

 

All DVA Factsheets are available from DVA 
offices, and on the DVA website at 

www.dva.gov.au.
 

You can phone DVA for the cost of a local call 
on 133 254

or 1800 555 254 for country callers. 
Use a normal landline phone if you can.  
Mobile phone calls may cost you more. 

You can send an email to DVA at:  
GeneralEnquiries@dva.gov.au. 

You can get more help from any DVA office
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Inscriptions
Inscriptions can be as standard or as personal as you like. Just keep in mind the length and 
size of text is in proportion to the space you have available. 

Traditionally most inscriptions start with a banner such as:

In Loving Memory Of... or similar
The deceased’s name

His/her dates of birth/death
Missed by or loving wife/husband to...

Names of his/her loved ones
Then a short personal message, a quote or verse

Rest In Peace

Stone Inscription Styles
We have a very large range of inscription styles and designs available to match  
existing inscriptions or to create new ones.  Proofs and samples can be provided.

1.  Bronze Lettering - A very elegant and flowing style.
2.  Raised Lettering - Sandblasting is done around the letters leaving them raised. 
 A great maintenance free method.
3.  Engraved Lettering - Sandblasting into the letter space, then gilded  
    with 22 carat gold leaf. This is a very prominent and effective style.
4.  Engraved lettering - Different fonts, colours and styles can also be chosen.

1

2

3

4
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Scrolls and Banners for stone only

S&B#1

S&B#3

S&B#5

S&B#7

S&B#9

S&B#11

S&B#2

S&B#4

S&B#6

S&B#8

S&B#10

S&B#12
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S&B#13

S&B#15

S&B#17

S&B#19

S&B#21

S&B#23

S&B#14

S&B#16

S&B#18

S&B#20

S&B#22

S&B#24

Scrolls and Banners for stone only
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Font styles
 
You may choose a font type from your own computer or choose from our standard 
selection.

FONT	  STYLES	  
You	  may	  choose	  a	  font	  type	  from	  your	  own	  computer	  or	  choose	  from	  

our	  standard	  selection.	  

 

FS#1       Times New Roman 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 

FS#2      Old English 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXY
Z 

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 

FS#3     F r e e  S ty le  S c r ip t  

A BCDE F GHIJ KLM NO P Q R S TU VWX YZ  

ab cdef gh ijklmno pq rs t uv w x y z  

FS#4	      Monotype Corsiva 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 

abcdefghi jklmnopqrstuvwxyz 

FS#5      Cooper 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
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Epitaphs
An epitaph is a short text honoring a deceased person, that is inscribed on their 
memorial or plaque. Most epitaphs are brief records of the family, and perhaps the 
career, of the deceased, often with an expression of love or respect - “beloved father 
of ...” 

Nearly all note name, year or date of birth and date of death. Many list family and 
their relation to them; such as Father / Mother / Son / Daughter etc of.

Headings
• In Affectionate Memory of
• In Everlasting Memory of
• Precious Memories of
• With Love We Remember
• In Loving Memory of
• To the Memory of
• In Memory of
• In Ever Loving Memory of
• Sacred to the Memory of
• Treasured Memories of
• Cherished Memories of
• Remembered Always
• In Remembrance of
• Remembering

Relationships
•  A dear Husband, Father and 

Grandfather
•  A beloved Husband, Dad and Grandad
•  A loving Wife, Mum and Grandma
•  A devoted Wife, Mum and Nan
•  The dearly loved Wife of (name)
•  Our darling Daughter
•  A devoted Son

General Epitaphs

• Forever in our hearts
• Until we meet again
• Tender Mother, a faithful friend
• A friend to many and sadly missed
• Our love is forever
• Wonderful was your love for us
• Love never ends
• They gave their today for our  

tomorrow
• Loving memories last forever
• He loved and was loved
• Too well loved to ever be forgotten
• Love makes memory eternal
• To love in the hearts of others is not 

to die
• Gone fishin’
• A gentle man
• She loved everyone
• He touched the lives of many
• While we have time, let us do good
• As the bird free of its cage seeks the 

heights, so the Christian soul 
 in death flies home to God
• The saddened hearts were healed in 

knowing the pain of life is over
 and the beauty of the soul revealed
• I have fought the good fight.  I have 

finished my course.  I have kept the 
faith
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• Rest, O weary traveller, for with the dawn comes great joy
• I am not afraid of tomorrow, for I have seen yesterday and loved today
• If our love could have saved him, he would not have died
• Step softly, a dream lies buried here
• Great love lives on
• Love is eternal
• Where there is great love there are always miracles
• May she rest in peace with God
• Not my will but thine be done
• Blessed sleep to which we all
• Sweet in her ways, observant in her mitzvas
• Let her own works praise her at the gates
• Generous of heart, constant of faith
• Out of sorrow God speaks to us best
• I know that my redeemer lives, therefor I too shall live
• He gives his beloved sleep
• God grant us love…Something to love he lends us
• Our love goes with you and our souls wait to join you
• In his will is our peace
• Trust in God
• May the peace of the Lord be with you
• For to this end Christ died
• I will lift up mine eyes unto the hills
• All things change but God remains
• God is our refuge and our strength
• All things to the glory of God
• And flights of angels sing thee to thy rest
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Inscription Colours - Gold leaf, silver, natural, white, black or bronze.                  
Please note that the darker the stone colour the more the inscription lettering will 
stand out, for example black granite with gold gilded letters will appear brighter than 
if it was cut to a light grey granite. 
Here are some sample photographs to help you decide what kind of layout/design 
you would prefer or we can also help you with some solutions.

Raised Inscription

IS #1 IS #2

IS #3 IS #4

IS #5 IS #6

Inscription Designs, Styles and Methods
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IS #7

IS #10

IS #9

IS #9

Engraved inscriptions - raw colour

IS #3

IS #8

IS #12IS #11

IS #14IS #13
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Raised inscriptions - With colour

IS #18 IS #19

IS #21IS #20

IS #16IS #15

IS #17
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Engraved inscriptions - With colour

IS #23IS #22

IS #25IS #24

IS #27IS #26

IS #29IS #28
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IS #33IS #32

IS #34 IS #35

IS #31IS #30
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Headstone Shapes

Shape 1 Shape 2 Shape 3 Shape 4

Shape 5 Shape 6 Shape 7 Shape 8

Shape 9 Shape 10 Shape 11 Shape 12

Shape 13 Shape 14 Shape 15 Shape 16

Shape 17 Shape 18 Shape 19 Shape 20
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Shape 21 Shape 22 Shape 23 Shape 24

Shape 25 Shape 26 Shape 27 Shape 28

Shape 29 Shape 30 Shape 31 Shape 32

Shape 33 Shape 34 Shape 35 Shape 36

Shape 37 Shape 38 Shape 39 Shape 40
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Shape 41 Shape 42 Shape 43 Shape 44

Shape 45 Shape 46 Shape 47 Shape 48

Shape 49 Shape 50 Shape 51 Shape 52

Shape 53 Shape 54 Shape 55 Shape 56

Shape 57 Shape 58 Shape 59 Shape 60
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Shape 61 Shape 62 Shape 63 Shape 64

Shape 65 Shape 66 Shape 67 Shape 68

Shape 69 Shape 70 Shape 71 Shape 72

Shape 73 Shape 74 Shape 75 Shape 76

Shape 77 Shape 78 Shape 79 Shape 80
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Shape 81 Shape 82 Shape 83 Shape 84

Shape 85 Shape 86 Shape 87 Shape 88

Shape 89 Shape 90 Shape 91 Shape 92

Shape 93 Shape 94 Shape 95 Shape 96

Shape 97 Shape 98 Shape 99 Shape 100
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Shape 101 Shape 102 Shape 103 Shape 104

Shape 105 Shape 106 Shape 107 Shape 108

Shape 109 Shape 110 Shape 111 Shape 112

Shape 113 Shape 114 Shape 115 Shape 116

Shape 117 Shape 118 Shape 119 Shape 120
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Bronze Crosses 
from $150.00

CR110 140x300 CR130 65X120 CR150 109X248

CR160 120X300 CR170 213X453 CR180 160X350

CR100 140X300 CR120 140X297 CR140 109X248

CR190 97X182 CR200 135X240 CR500 190 X250

CR510 330X395 CR250 255X340CR 1 CR 7
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Bronze Vases 
from $400.00

Vase #1 Vase #2 Vase #3 Vase #4

Vase #5 Vase #6 Vase #7

Vase #10 Lamp #1 Lamp #2

Lamp #3 Lamp #4 Lamp #5 Lamp #6

Bronze Lamps 
from $300.00

Vase #8 Vase #9
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Lantern #4 Lantern #5

Lantern #1 Lantern #2 Lantern #3

Lantern #6

Candle
Lanterns 

from $400.00

Light #2

Lamps
Candle Lights

(Solar or Battery) 
from $80.00

Light #4

Light #1 Light #3

Light #5
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BR #10

BR #2

BR #5

BR #3

BR #6 BR #7

BR #8

BR #4

BR #13

BR #9

BR #14

Scroll can be vertical or 
horizontal

BR #11 & 12

BR #1

Bronze Reliefs
from $65.00
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BR #15 H 14.5cm BR #16  H 18.2cm BR #17  H 30x21cm BR #18  H 22x14cm

BR #19  H 12x9.5cm BR #20  H 19x13.5cm BR #21  H 24x19cm BR #22  H 24x9cm

BR #23  14.5x10cm BR #24  17x6cm

BR #27 19x19cm BR #28 15.5x11.5cm BR #29  H 6.5cm

BR #25  H 41cm BR #26  H 30.5cm
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BR #30  H 12cm BR #31  27.5x16cm BR #32 H 34.5cm

Bronze Statues
from $650.00

BS #1

BS #2 BS #3 BS #4 BS #5

BS #6 BS #7

BR #34 H 6.5cmBR #33  H 18.3cm

BS #8 BS #9
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BS #10 BS #11 BS #12

BS #13 BS #14 BS #15

BS #16 BS #17
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Bronze 
Photo
Frames 

from $70.00

Photo Frames
Turn precious photos into timeless portraits on a bronze plaque 
or granite surface. Elegantly outline each non-aging, colourful 
ceramic photo with a separate photo frame. 

View our full range online.

Size Code Size (mm) FA100 FA120 FA130 FA150 FA400 Price ($)

0 50  x  70 ● ● 18

1 60  x  80 ● ● 19

2 70  x  90 ● ● ● ● 20

3 80  x  100 ● ● ● ● 22

4 90  x  120 ● ● ● ● ● 26

5 110  x  150 ● ● ● ● ● 30

6 130  x  180 ● ● ● ● ● 46

7 180  x  240 ● ● ● ● 57

8 240  x  300 ● ● ● ● 67

Available 
Colours:

Colours
Codes:

FA100 Series FA154S 
FA150 Series, 
90 x 120mm 

Silver

FA120 Series

Gold G

Bronze BR

Silver S

FA100
Series Series Series Series Series

FA120 FA130 FA150 FA400

Effective 1st July 2017. Prices do not include GST   Pg 53
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Photo Ceramics- from $160.00

These timeless pieces are lifetime guaranteed from fading and scratching. They come 
in a large range of sizes and you can place an inscription or text on them. Please 
contact us for an order form which we will mail to you.

Photo samples

Making Ceramics
When sending us your images, please keep in mind that the quality of the image you 
send us will reflect the quality of the final ceramic.  Please send us the biggest and 
sharpest image you have as enlargement reduces image quality.

Background Types
When choosing a background, if you do not specify to remove or leave the 
background we will use the standard solid blue background (colour A1), unless we 
feel the original background will suit.  Please remember to specify the second colour 
if applicable.  Leaving in the background ususally gives better results.
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Colour 1 (A1) Colour 1 (A1)

Colour 2 (A7)

Colour 1 (A1)

Colour 2 (C1)

Colour 1 (A1)

Colour 2 (F7)

Standard Solid Colour                    Clouds                            Circular Fade                     Straight Fade

Colours
Please make a background colour selection by telling us the 
co-ordinates of the colour you would like.  For example, Standard Blue is A1. 
Black would be F7.  Remember to specify a second colour if any.
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Stone Etching and Carvings- from $150.00

Etching/transferring images straight onto stone is a new service now available.  
The amazing techniques used create an everlasting and unique image.
Stone carvings give a more 3D look and are actually hand carved into the stone with 
a hammer and chisel. We can transfer almost any image onto stone.
Note: the darker the stone the better the image will turn out. Black granite is the 
best stone for the best result.

SE #1 SE #2 SE #3 SE #4

SE #5 SE #6 SE #8SE #7

SE #9 SE #10 SE #11

SE #15SE #12 SE #13 SE #14
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Urns - from $600.00

For those families who wish to retain cremated ashes, we offer a range of attractive 
cremation urns in a variety of styles and materials.  Contact us if you require further 
examples.

Cameo Urn
A photograph can either be an image of the loved one or an image representing 
their hobby or passion in life.  Names, 
dates and any relevant inscription can also 
be included.

            Small                Medium                      Large

URN #1                 URN #2                 URN #3                 URN #4                    URN #5

URN #6 URN #7 URN #8

(180 x 110) x 500ml (250 x 150) x 2.0 ltr (320 x 190) x 3.7 ltr
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URN #9 URN #10

URN #11 URN #12 URN #13

URN #14 URN #15 URN #16 URN #17

Bronze Urns

URN #18 URN #19 URN #20 URN #21
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Granite Vases  - from $150.00

Vases are available in most granite colours and sizes. Containers to suit can be 
found on the next page.

GV #1 GV #3GV #2 GV #4

GV #5 GV #7GV #6 GV #8

GV #11GV #10GV#9
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Flower Vase Container Inserts  - from $22.00

We can find a container to fit in almost any vase new or old.  If you are looking for a 
container to fit your existing vase, take the depth and inside diameter measurements 
at the top/opening and we shall try to find you a replacement.

GV #12 GV #13
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Stone statues and carvings  - from $1,000.00
Hand crafted solid stone statues can be custom made to any size, shape, style and 
colour. We can also duplicate any existing statue or from a photo.
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Statues- Poly Marble  - from $75.00

Made from a poly marble, similar to plaster or ceramic, these statues are ideal for the 
cemetery or home.  Available in white and colour with many sizes available.

Ceramic
Angels

PM #1  8.5x31cm PM #2  8.5x30cm CA #1  12x30cm

CA #2  8.5x2.5cm CA #3  10x20cm CA #4  11x25cm CA #5 23x40cm

CA #6  9x22.5cm CS #2  16x48cmCS #1  22x60cm
16x48cm

Ceramic
Statues
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RS #1  H 78cm

CS #3  
22x65cm 
16x48cm
28x78cm

CS #4  9x30cm CS #6  11.5x34.5cmCS #5  22.5x26cm
29.5x36cm

Restone
Statues

Many more size available

RS #2  H 30cm RS #3  H 72cm

RS #4  H 77cm RS #5  H 80cm RS #6  H 35cm RS #7  H 35cm

RS #8  H 48cm RS #9  H 32.5cm RS #10  H 42cm
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Coloured
Ceramics

CC #1  27x17cm CC #2  25x17cm CC #3  24x16cm

CC #4  25x17cm CC #5  23.5x16cm CC #6  37x21cm CC #7  28x18cm

CC #8  25x17cm

CC #9  H 15cm

Ceramic detail
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Renovations and Restorations
Sometimes even monuments which are made from the most durable materials known 
to man need attention or repair. Contact us for some solutions. 
Photos of your existing item will help us to help you more effectively. 

Before After

Before After

BeforeAfter

Before After
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Before After

Before After

Before After

Before After
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Before After

Before After

Before After
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History Boards

A endless variety of sizes and layouts available to suit your requirements.
Can be used in all types of applications eg schools, councils, cemeteries and much 
more. Custom shapes and sizes available .
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Pet Memorials POA
A Pet Memorial from Australian Cemetery Supplies makes the perfect tribute to 
celebrate the life of a beloved family companion. These markers are very special and 
everlasting way to cherish the memory of a beloved pet. We have the widest range of 
unique memorials to suit all tastes and budgets.

At the back of this book is a quotation request form, which can be sent to us and we 
shall return a written quote for your consideration if you wish to go ahead. You will 
have the opportunity to approve artwork and make any changes prior to us scheduling 
the engraving. We can also be commissioned to create more highly customised options 
than shown here, so if you have something specific in mind contact us for a quote.

PM#7 ANY SIZE

PM #1 CUSTOM SIZES PM #2

PM#4 GRANITE DESK 
300mmx200mm PM #5 Can be used as urns and vase

PM#8 GRANITE HEARTS
 300mmx250mm

 

 

 

PM#3 BRONZE PET 
GARDEN MARKERS

 

 

 

 

 

 

PM#6 BRONZE PET 
GARDEN MARKERS

PM#9 BRONZE PET 
GARDEN MARKERS
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FONT	  STYLES	  
You	  may	  choose	  a	  font	  type	  from	  your	  own	  computer	  or	  choose	  from	  

our	  standard	  selection.	  

 

Times New Roman 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 

 

Monotype Corsiva 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 

abcdefghi jklmnopqrstuvwxyz 

 

Cooper 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
	  

Pet Font Styles
You may choose a font type from your own computer or choose from our  
standard selection.

For further options on how to add too or create a pet memorial, please use 
reference pages from this book as follows below.

MORE MOTIFS & PICTURES  page 53 
BRONZE PLAQUES   page 41 
CERAMIC PHOTOS   page 108 
INSCRIPTION COLOURS : gold, silver, black, white, pink, blue, natural or raised.

FONT	  STYLES	  
You	  may	  choose	  a	  font	  type	  from	  your	  own	  computer	  or	  choose	  from	  

our	  standard	  selection.	  

 

Times New Roman 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 

 

Monotype Corsiva 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 

abcdefghi jklmnopqrstuvwxyz 

 

Cooper 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
	  

FONT	  STYLES	  
You	  may	  choose	  a	  font	  type	  from	  your	  own	  computer	  or	  choose	  from	  

our	  standard	  selection.	  

 

Times New Roman 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 

 

Monotype Corsiva 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 

abcdefghi jklmnopqrstuvwxyz 

 

Cooper 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
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PM #2 PM #3 PM #4

PM #5 PM #6 PM #7 PM #8

PM #9 PM #10 PM #11 PM #12

PM #13 PM #14 PM #15 PM #16

PM #1
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Please complete this form indicating the item number/s from the catalogue and mail 
to us for a free, no obligation quote.  Please use capital letters.

Date     

Name

Address     Suburb   

State      Postcode

Email

Phone number     Mobile

Item number/s you are interested in

Any inscriptions or special instruction, designs, drawings, photos or comments, please 

attach any images.

Do you require installation    Y   N  

If yes, name of cemetery   

Grave location if known

Name of deceased    

Date of death

Thank you for your inquiry.  Please detach this page and send to

Australian Cemetery Supplies  PO Box 969  Batemans Bay NSW 2536

QUOTE REQUEST FORM


